
WHAT CAREERS CAN I GET WITH A CREATIVE WRITING DEGREE

what jobs, internships and courses you can do with a degree in creative writing . Take a few minutes to answer the Job
Match quiz and find out what careers.

Substantial numbers, mostly technical writers, work for computer software firms. There is no need to box
yourself into that paradigm if you don't want to and are open minded about ways to support yourself with your
talents and experience as a writer. Name any company, nonprofit, associations, whatever, and chances are if
they have more than 20 people, they have a staff member devoted to helping managing the communications
needs. I might be writing a speech for a public figure one day and directing a video shoot the next, or I might
be creating a fundraising appeal one day or overhauling a website the next. Technical writers can work in
industry, technology, medicine, sciences, and engineering - any area where a bridge is needed between the
technical lingo and common language. Other Marketing And PR Writing press releases, organising ad
campaigns, organising eventsâ€¦you can easily use your creative skills in the marketing industry. It could be a
single individual, or it could be a person shop, but being a communications manager or executive is a career
path unto itself. Publications Publication assistants work for publishing houses, reading and evaluating
manuscripts submitted by freelance writers. Pin Shares I got my Creative Writing degree by accident. They
might come in as ringers to help script or consult on a television project, they might be hired to be a talking
head, they might be in the rolodex of people in the field as a possible ghostwriter or collaborator. As with any
freelancing career, it can be stressful not to have a steady paycheck -- but once you've built up a healthy client
base, you may find great pleasure in the amount of control you have over your time and schedule. Browse
online degree programs in writing. Scott Fitzgerald got started. In this profession, you will have the
opportunity to do what you love an[ Rapid growth and change in the high-tech and electronics industries has
resulted in a greater need for people to write users' guides, instruction manuals, training materials, trade
conference presentations, trade magazines and journals, and official documentation. Copywriters devise
advertising copy, which can be used by publication or broadcast media to promote the sale of goods and
services. Aspiring writers and editors can benefit from choosing a minor appropriate to their interests as well,
either to qualify them as writers specializing in that discipline or to lend fresh perspective to their writing.
Customer Service Many of my former classmates have ended up in customer service. A Creative Writing
degree opens far more doors than many people realise. A lot of that pressure comes from your tutors pushing
you to succeed sometimes to their definition of success , but a lot of it can come from yourself, which is far
trickier to deal with. If you're interested in the media, you can consider working as a reporter, editor,
researcher, publisher or literary agent. But there is a constant need in the world for good freelance writers or
stringers who you can say "hey, this guy at our organization just made a great breakthrough in such such field
and we'd like to write a story about it and feature it in our channels" and who know how to do it and do good
work. The journalistic landscape has also changed a lot in the last few years, so do your research before
deciding if this is the right path for you. For more information on further study and to find a course that
interests you, see Masters degrees and search postgraduate courses. Editing Editors conceptualize material for
publication or broadcast, then review the finished work to check if it is suitable for publication or
dissemination. Others sadly crumbled under the pressure â€” which can feel substantial. Some writers develop
publications and technical materials for government agencies or write for motion picture companies. In this
day and age, everybody has a platform, and everybody has at least the potential to reach anybody else. An
interest in design will help here too, as will a willingness to learn HTML and CSS, but these are pretty handy
skills for any writer working online. And that person can be you! Frankly, no one knew what to do with me.
Perfectionism is a pretty useful attribute here, as is a taste for spotting factual inaccuracies. If you enjoy
working withâ€”and helpingâ€”people, this is worth considering. Almost 25 percent of jobs for writers and
editors are salaried positions with newspapers, magazines and book publishers. Browse master's degree
programs in writing. They come from the professional world but they also come from art schools from random
passion backgrounds from writing programs from all kinds of places. In the publishing industry, an editor's
primary duty is to plan the contents of books, technical journals, trade magazines and general interest
publications. This is basically the sort of work that I do for a living, and it is wildly varied, challenging, and
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exciting. They may develop material for magazines and trade journals, newspapers, online publications,
company newsletters, radio and television broadcasts, motion pictures and advertisements. Others may be
hired on a temporary basis to complete specific assignments such as writing about a new product or technique.
The technical writer is a truly bilingual communicator. By graduation, that group had been whittled down to
under  Some small publications hire freelance copyeditors as backup for staff editors or as additional help for
special projects. Technical writers develop scientific or technical materials, such as scientific and medical
reports, equipment manuals, catalogs, appendices, operating and maintenance instructions, or project
proposals.


